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The past in Italy has a very strong and emotional presence and this influences the way we 
think about the future. Territorial studies have always got wrong predictions, with over 
300 million cu.m/year produced in Italy (1999-2014) and an unprecedented invasion of 
landscapes. Since 2007 there are more than 5 million of empty houses and 40% of built 
unsold; more than 6000 km of disused railway lines and 20,000 km of abandoned roads. A 
growing interest on bottom-up interventions, with the claim to re-activate dismissed 
spaces, is spreading among citizens in order to define new identities. To explain and 
predict, we focus on experiences, analyzing methods and tools used and to learn from. 
In the Western World Detroit represents a manifesto of the next urban condition, as a 
result of the crisis of the economy by which has been generated. In a few years 
(2001-2008) more than 320,000 jobs were lost, population falls from 1,850,000 to 
740,000 and more than 2,000 buildings was knocked down.  Detroit is the American 
Pompeii, the dead modern city.
Nevertheless something is happening, and Detroit has been forced to think about its 
survival and its fate. New resources are taking place of the traditional urban images, and 
they give the ruins back to narrative and nature by transforming Detroit into the real first 
post-metropolis. Citizens and urban-makers work with waste and remains, they recycle 
ideas and materials often with a rebel or radical attitude, diffusing social innovation. The 
core concept of these activities is based on shift from a way of measuring (a territory), to 
a system of values (a landscape). Reducing, reusing and recycling seem to be the only 
sustainable social strategies capable of expressing innovation, of generating consensus and 
producing beauty. Detroit could be the archetype of an up to date urban condition. And 
perhaps it is already.

Re-cycle	culture,	re-cycle	prac.ces,	re-cycle	rules/regula.ons.	An	an.cipatory	system	
(Rosen,	R.	1985)	containing	a	predic.ve	model	of	itself	and/or	its	environment.	We	
analyse	forms,	methods	and	tools	will	be	needed	to	an.cipate	within	Re-cycle	system	and	
how	the	crea.ve	prac.ce	will	change.		
To	Perform:	Event	as	a	research	and	an.cipa.on	tool.	
To	Co-generate:	Collabora.ve	and	interac.ve	prac.ces	as	social	transforma.on	catalyst.	
To	Look	beyond:	Temporary	uses	as	an.cipa.on	of	new	life-cycles.	
To	Educate:	Cul.vate	the	value	of	intui.on;	put	together	the	data	from	fact-finding	survey	
with	visionary	images.	
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RE-CYCLE. STRATEGIE PER L’ARCHITETTURA, LA CITTA’ E IL PIANETA. Stoss Landscape Urbanism| Detroit Works Project 



RE-CYCLE. STRATEGIE PER L’ARCHITETTURA, LA CITTA’ E IL PIANETA. Alex MacLean| Detroit slides 









RE-CYCLE. STRATEGIE PER L’ARCHITETTURA, LA CITTA’ E IL PIANETA. Telespazio|Detroit infrarosso 





RE-CYCLE. STRATEGIE PER L’ARCHITETTURA, LA CITTA’ E IL PIANETA. Telespazio| Detroit dal satellite 



























RE-CYCLE. STRATEGIE PER L’ARCHITETTURA, LA CITTA’ E IL PIANETA. Robert Arens |Heidelberg Project 





RE-CYCLE. STRATEGIE PER L’ARCHITETTURA, LA CITTA’ E IL PIANETA. Dan Pitera|Fire Break 



RE-CYCLE. STRATEGIE PER L’ARCHITETTURA, LA CITTA’ E IL PIANETA. Dan Pitera|Fire Break 



RE-CYCLE. STRATEGIE PER L’ARCHITETTURA, LA CITTA’ E IL PIANETA. Kent Kleinman|Michigan theater 



















CONDIVISIONE	



ECOPOLIS	vs	METROPOLIS	
PERFORMACE	vs	FORM	
SENSE	vs	SIGNS	































Agropolis "A bearable Utopia of agri-urban landscapes"  
             P. Donadieu 2010 









 
Fonte: IL MERCATO DELLE COSTRUZIONI 2011, XVIII RAPPORTO CONGIUNTURALE E PREVISIONALE CRESME. 
2010-2015 l’avvio del VII ciclo edilizio, Progettazione e direzione Lorenzo Bellicini e Francesco Toso, Roma, Novembre 
2010 

Italy 1997-2012  + 300.000.000 cubic meters every year 



THE	BOOMING	CONSTRUCTION	MARKET	IN	ITALY	1997-2009	



in	FIVE		YEARS	(2007-2010)	
-35%	in	construcMon	market	prices	
(average)	
40% Not Sold	



200,000 kilometers of disused roads 
6,000 kilometers of unused railways	

5,2. 000.000 Empty Houses

Legambiente, Dossier “Un’altra casa” 15 luglio 2010  



THE	DEMISE	OF	ITALY	AND	THE	RISE	OF	CHAOS		
ROBERTO	ORSI	
2013.OCT.	8th	
hWp://blogs.lse.ac.uk/	

Unless	some	sort	of	
miracle	occurs,	it	may	
take	centuries	to	
reconstruct	Italy.	At	the	
moment,	it	seems	to	be	
a	completely	lost	
cause.	





“Vacant Nederland”, Padiglione Olandese, 
XII Biennale di Architettura, Venezia 2010 
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NUOVI CICLI DI VITA 
PER ARCHITETTURE E 
INFRASTRUTTURE DELLA 
CITTÀ E DEL PAESAGGIO



RE-CYCLE. STRATEGIE PER L’ARCHITETTURA, LA CITTA’ E IL PIANETA. AA.VV|The Detroit effects 





	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

THE	RECYCLE	PARADIGM	
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3.PERFORMANCE

The	final	outcome	of	project	is	not	only	
a	defined	relaMonship	between	form	
and	funcMon.	Processes	are	more	
important	than	results.	The	design	
process	open	itself	and	become		
collaboraMve.	Landscape	is	the	
infrastructure	linking	architecture,	
people,	city.	
	

1.RE-

Re-insert the existing in 
the narrative of new 
urban development. 
Beyond the repetition of 
processes Recycle, 
Regeneration, and 
Refurbishment are the 
operative tools of the 
struggle against the 
inevitable decay of 
matter. They define a 
different idea of what is 
new, preserving memory.

2.CO-

Design and 
Architecture are 
shifting to the 
concept of "co” 
emphasizing the 
explicit involvement 
of users, partners, and 
other stakeholders in 
the design process. 
	

EVENT 
Event  can be considered as a specific design tool or technique for experiencing in the 
field of application of Anticipation/Future Studies discipline.  

   * methods and tools to anticipate within design practices

   * visualization and projection of the cities possible future
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The word event is opposed to the concept 
of state: an event is something that takes 
us from an initial state to a final state, is 
a word of kinetic type.
	

Why today the term "event" is so widespread? What semantic area does it covers? 
How should we use it? From roughly the sixties, it has developed in a frenetic way 
as the theory of specific philosophical field, interested in understanding what 
happens.

Whenever an event can be described in a way that makes it intentional, 
that is, which presupposes an intention, that event is an action; if it is not 
assumed any intention, that event is an event.
AcMons	are	what	I	do,	events	are	what	happens	to	me.	Whenever	there	is	
acMon,	there	are	reasons,	in	that	the	reasons	are	a	bit	'all	that	acts	within	
us	and	leads	us	to	act.	This	relentless	syntagm	normally	is	in	relaMonship	
with	all	forms	of	cultural	representaMon,	especially	of	narraMve,	acMve	in	
the	social	context	in	which	it	appears.

Calabrese,	S.	(2007)	Evento	e	rappresentazione	culturale,	Modena		
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Archivio LApo BinAzzi - UFo, Firenze

centro per L’Arte contemporAneA LUigi pecci, prAto
UFO Story
dall’architettura radicale al design globale
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LA PIAZZA ELETTA COME LUOGO DELLA RAPPRESENTAZIONE DEL 
PENSIERO POLITICO DEL MOVIMENTO STUDENTESCO CONTRO IL 
POTERE E L’ACCADEMIA DEI BARONI, SPAZIO DELLA 
SPERIMENTAZIONE ARCHITETTONICA.  
GLI UFO SPERIMENTANO NELLA FIRENZE IN CUI LA PRESENZA 
DELLA STORIA È SOFFOCANTE MA ALLO STESSO TEMPO 
STIMOLANTE PER CONFRONTARSI CON IL MONUMENTALISMO 
DELL’ARCHITETTURA. LA SERIE DEGLI URBOEFFIMERI INIZIA CON 
L’OCCUPAZIONE DI SAN CLEMENTE. INTERVENTI SULLA REALTÀ 
DEI COMPORTAMENTI URBANI IN CUI GLI OGGETTI PRODOTTI 
(GONFIABILI) SONO USATI COME STRUMENTI DI LOTTA, STIMOLI 
DI COMPORTAMENTO.

UFO group was founded in 1967 on the wave of 
the student protest within the faculty of 
Architecture, at the University of Florence. 

Their intention was to operate a 
transformation of architecture into a 
show, an event, an action of urban and 
environmental guerrilla. 

Thus were born the “Urboeffimeri” (1968). 
Situationist groups like Haus-Rucker- Co., Coop 
Himmelb(l)au, and UFO in Italy, identify a radical 
utopia in the destabilising and provisional nature of 
broken urban space. 

This utopia expects figuratively 
subversive attitudes to reveal the 
oppressive banality of reality, by 
releasing aesthetic and political 
awareness. The functional and critical 
missions of architectural design are 
basically united, while theories and 
instruments devised to “present” this 
condition are different. 





“La “super-architettura” o “la guerriglia urbana” dei gruppi radicali 
fiorentini, aveva quindi scelto un metodo che non aveva come scopo 
principale la realizzazione fisica, liberandosi dai vincoli materici inadeguati 
a far immergere i fruitori del messaggio in una “contro– visione” della 
società. Non era una semplice forma di protesta, di distacco dalla 
consuetudine e di spiazzamento culturale, era l’origine di un modo d’uso 
del progetto, ironico, conforme alla logica del “fare ricerca e non 
prodotto”, che distinguerà il design italiano per un lungo periodo e ne 
consentirà la sua evoluzione.  La storia di quegli anni è costellata 
d’incontri, happening, mostre, che introducono l’idea di evento come 
mezzo di produzione condivisa delle ricerche. L’evento culturale, in questo 
modo, diventa un servizio temporaneo, un primo esempio di esperienza virtuale, 
di memoria congelata in un determinato spazio e tempo. “
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Branzi, 2014, Una generazione esagerata, Baldini e Castoldi

	

The idea of event as a means of 
shared production of researches. 
Cultural event, in this way, becomes a 
temporary service, a first example of 
virtual experience, suspended 
memory in a given space and time. 
	



Social innovation is a process of change emerging from the creative re-
combination of existing assets (from social capital to historical heritage, 
from traditional craftsmanship to accessible advanced technology), which 
aims to achieve socially recognized goals in a new way. 

Manzini, E. ,2011, Design as catalyst of social resources. How designers can trigger 
and support sustainable changes,
http://www.designresearchsociety.org/docs-procs/paris11/paris-procs11.pdf .
Manzini E., 2014, Design in a changing, connected world, 
Design Research Journal, volume 7, number 2, May-August 2014

This is a very broad definition and includes a wide range of events. 

Events as design initiative, meaning a sequence of actions characterized by a 
clear design approach and by the use of specific design devices (such as 
prototypes, mock-ups, design games, models, sketches). 
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Designers have to conceive and develop 
solutions for specific collaborative services 
and/or other enabling artefacts (such as 
digital platforms, orienting scenarios and 
catalysing events such as exhibitions, 
festivals and other cultural events. 
	



Cites are not just made out 
of buildings and streets, they 
are mainly built of actions, 
events and practices, sharing 
a c o m m o n k n ow l e d g e , 
language, states of emotion 
and interests.	



Re-cycle social innovators, urban makers, recycle ideas and materials. They reuse devices 
and tools combining them with new meaning. They look for answers, they do not ask for 

questions. They work with waste and remains, aiming to produce new values for cities 
through their social intelligence, rather than technological devices. They produce public 
goods but in most cases they don’t even have relations with the public sector. We don't 
know if they denote the future, but they're doing it, a near future. More people will be 

involved in these processes and more and more opportunities will be developed to 
transform what is preferable in what is possible.

For the world of education this means to contribute in raise up autonomous personalities 
able to find and process information necessary for any design problem, i.e. personalities 
with strong values and able to handle the constant and complex changes of life styles 
(Castells, M. 2007).

Academia should then rejoin the evolution of these scenarios proposing 
and accepting planning activities (practices) as a method of operational 
research, and define toolkits. Take action on issues of policy making is 
necessary not only with the construction of theoretical models but 
through real planning-actions with the aim of achieving a result and at 
the same time spreading new knowledge.
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Beatrice Moretti, Alessia Ronco Milanaccio, Tesi di Laurea Magistrale in Design del 
Prodotto e degli Eventi, 2013, Rel. M. Ricci, R. Fagnoni, Università degli Studi di Genova



The organization of Re-cycle events as 
an operative shared method to modify 
the perception of citizens about the 
abandoned spaces, contribute to the 
construction of new participated use of 
inhabitants for those spaces.
	



EDUCATE
Cultivate the value of intuition; 
put together the data from 
fact-finding survey with visionary 
images. Undestanding future as a 
matter of human activism, 
depending of people behavior and 
responsibility.

EVENT
the place in which we experience 
the sense of knowledge. Event as 
a research and anticipation tool.

KINETIC CONCEPT
"event" is opposed to "state": 
an event is something that 
takes us from an initial state 
to a final state, is a concept 
of kinetic type

MULTIDISCIPLINARY 
TASK
Events have precisely 
orchestrated dramaturgies, 
based on a program. Events 
are multidisciplinary tasks. 

VISION
shape up of a vision into possible 
solutions, trends, scenarios.

MAGNET
“The vision of the 
future is a magnet 
that trough its 
attractive force pulls 
the present towards 
an envisioned future” 
(van der Helm 2009) MEME

Unit of cultural spread, 
moving from brain to 
brain. The most powerful 
memes are able to 
modify people behaviors, 
catalyze collective 
changes and transform 
entire cultures.



PRE-ACTIVITY
anticipate predictable 
changes in order to 
prepare for those and 
take benefits.
(Godet W., Durance, P. 
2011)

PRO-ACTIVITY
lead to expected changes 
through actions
(Godet W., Durance, P. 
2011)

RE-CYCLE 
PRACTICES
the goal is not based on the 
production of  defined solutions 
(as in traditional design process) 
but on the acknowledgment of a 
future direction which can be 
narrated through different 
realized situations.

CO-GENERATE 
Collaborative and 
interactive practices as 
social transformation 
catalyst

EDUCATE
Cultivate the value of intuition; 
put together the data from 
fact-finding survey with visionary 
images. Undestanding future as a 
matter of human activism, 
depending of people behavior and 
responsibility.

EVENT
the place in which we experience 
the sense of knowledge. Event as 
a research and anticipation tool.

KINETIC CONCEPT
"event" is opposed to "state": 
an event is something that 
takes us from an initial state 
to a final state, is a concept 
of kinetic type

MULTIDISCIPLINARY 
TASK
Events have precisely 
orchestrated dramaturgies, 
based on a program. Events 
are multidisciplinary tasks. 

VISION
shape up of a vision into possible 
solutions, trends, scenarios.

MAGNET
“The vision of the 
future is a magnet 
that trough its 
attractive force pulls 
the present towards 
an envisioned future” 
(van der Helm 2009) MEME

Unit of cultural spread, 
moving from brain to 
brain. The most powerful 
memes are able to 
modify people behaviors, 
catalyze collective 
changes and transform 
entire cultures.

LEARNING BY MAKING
Celebration of hands-on 
creativity and empowered 
problem solving as a doorway 
to a rich array of learning 
possibilities. Sensitivity to the 
designed dimensions of the 
world can enhance learning at 
a broad level, across disciplines, 
and contexts.  



PRE-ACTIVITY
anticipate predictable 
changes in order to 
prepare for those and 
take benefits.
(Godet W., Durance, P. 
2011)

PRO-ACTIVITY
lead to expected changes 
through actions
(Godet W., Durance, P. 
2011)

RE-CYCLE 
PRACTICES
the goal is not based on the 
production of  defined solutions 
(as in traditional design process) 
but on the acknowledgment of a 
future direction which can be 
narrated through different 
realized situations.

CO-GENERATE 
Collaborative and 
interactive practices as 
social transformation 
catalyst

EDUCATE
Cultivate the value of intuition; 
put together the data from 
fact-finding survey with visionary 
images. Undestanding future as a 
matter of human activism, 
depending of people behavior and 
responsibility.

OPEN PROCESS
A continuous action, a series of changes 
taking place in an accessible, receptive and 
settled manner. Opposite to the traditional 
hierarchical, centralist and dirigiste urban 
design methods in which a desirable final 
static state is designed to be materialised 
afterwards, urban open processes are 
decentralised, networked and contextgui-
ded to deal with multiple players and 
governances.

EMERGING BEHAVIUORS
When more elemental units 
interact they generate 
complex behaviours. 

EVENT
the place in which we experience 
the sense of knowledge. Event as 
a research and anticipation tool.

KINETIC CONCEPT
"event" is opposed to "state": 
an event is something that 
takes us from an initial state 
to a final state, is a concept 
of kinetic type

MULTIDISCIPLINARY 
TASK
Events have precisely 
orchestrated dramaturgies, 
based on a program. Events 
are multidisciplinary tasks. 

VISION
shape up of a vision into possible 
solutions, trends, scenarios.

PRACTICES
The action or process of 
customarily performing 
or doing something. 
Cites are not just made out of 
buildings and streets, they are 
mainly built of actions, events 
and practices. Practices, sharing 
a common knowledge, langua-
ge, states of emotion and 
interests, are political actors 
with agency to essentially make 
and transform their urban 
environment.
(Íñigo Cornago Bonal , 2015)

MAGNET
“The vision of the 
future is a magnet 
that trough its 
attractive force pulls 
the present towards 
an envisioned future” 
(van der Helm 2009) MEME

Unit of cultural spread, 
moving from brain to 
brain. The most powerful 
memes are able to 
modify people behaviors, 
catalyze collective 
changes and transform 
entire cultures.

MAKERS
Makers use their hands or other tools. These tools 
are changing as the society and technology evolve. A 
maker besides a profession is also an attitude. 
Makers want to understand how things work and 
transform them. They think by doing. They have 
passion. They love what they do. 
Cities will need more makers, citizens who actively 
propose and make things in order to shape the city. 
Makers are individuals but with strong communities 
where they share their skills, knowledge and 
experience. The knowledge of how to make is one of 
humanity’s most precious resources. (Rodrigo García)

RE-
Re-inserts the existing into the narrative of the 
new, denying repetition of processes in favour of 
perpetual differential production. Recycle, 
Regeneration and Refurbishment are the operati-
ve tools of the struggle against the inevitable 
decay of matter. They protract the birth of the 
new, and install the absolute category of history 
in its place. (Fora)

LEARNING BY MAKING
Celebration of hands-on 
creativity and empowered 
problem solving as a doorway 
to a rich array of learning 
possibilities. Sensitivity to the 
designed dimensions of the 
world can enhance learning at 
a broad level, across disciplines, 
and contexts.  

CO- 
CO- represents the most significant scale of 
the future social city: the collective takes 
action. The social unit of the city is no longer 
the nuclear family but the collective: an 
intermediary scale between the individual 
and the society. 



In this sense we talk about 
Recycle as Destiny. 
Destiny, following Georg Simmel (1908) is the “sintassi 
delle coincidenze significative” (Calabrese, 2007), that is 
the way by which a individual meets the historical-social 
background through his intentional acting. 

Future is backwards
not only to recall certain past events but as a conjecture, 
that is “a statement or an opinion based on intuition, 
considered probably true, but not demonstrated”*.
	
* Cinquegrani, R. (2012) L’approccio per scenari fra passato, presente e futuro, in Arnaldi S., 
Poli R., La previsione sociale, Carocci, Milano, p.135

 
	

The vision of Recycle Italy - presenting an 
idea of alternative futures - challenges the 
way in which people, stakeholders, think 
and act in the present.	

GET THE SPACE
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